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DATE: 

Timesheets - FILL THEM IN!!!!  DON'T leave any blanks.  If something is not applicable put N/A.  Good descriptions are 

needed on shop work.  Ticket numbers need to be filled in.  If you have a day off put in the description that you had the 

day off so we are not wondering if you forgot to fill it in or you were off.  in payroll we cannot play the guessing game so 

fill them in properly. 

Rig Inspections/Truck Inspections - Rig and Truck inspections are not done on a regular bases.  You have time to check over 

your rig before you head out for a job. Rig Inspections should be done once a week at a miniumum. The paperwork is not 

being handed in so if you have done your inspections and have them in your truck bring them to the office.

Holes on Leases -  Hong discussed that he had tripped in a Badger Hole and partially hurt his ankle.  It wad mentioned to 

the staff to make sure if you find holes on the leases make sure you fill then and/or let everyone know so know one hurts 

themselves.  Also to make sure you have done your incidident report on an opportunity report. 

DISCUSSION

Attendees: Marjorie Baillie; Paul Kleinsasser; Farley Schellenberg; Teddy Birovchak; Allan Coleman; Hong Zhong Guo; Garth 

Smith; Kevin Krieger

Swab Master Safety Meeting

Tank Truck Cleaning & Flushing - Don't bring tank trucks back to the yard that have not been cleaned and flushed out.  

Teddy Birovchak brought up he brought a tank back to the yard that was not flushed.  Discussion on the dangers due to 

sour gas, fumes, explosions like 2013!!!  He was told to get the tank flushed immediately and not to bring unclean tanks 

back to the yard. 

T9 - Fix Door Hinges - Reminder to employees to shut the truck doors when on location to keep them clean and to stop 

New Employee Instructions - Al Coleman gave instructions to employees on rules on log books, kilometer radius etc.

T15 Valve - Valve needs to be replaced

Rig 9 - Someone has removed the tools from Rig 9 and were never put back.  Need to restock the unit.  Don't take other 

units tools.  If you are missing something let Garth know so he can give you some from the shop if there is extras or he will 

go buy more. 

Wash Bay - the wash bay is still not being kept clean.  Clean it and remove your garbage and rags etc. after you are done.  

Don't leave a mess for the next person.  Make sure you wash down the walls to get rid of grease and oils. 

Winter Weather - use tire chains when required on muddy and slippery roads.  Slow down and be prepared for bad roads, 

cold weather etc.

Driver's Hour of Service Course - get them done  ASAP 
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DISCUSSION

Parking at Shop - Marj brought up that if you are not an operator please park your personal/company vehicles by the 

Ember Inspection - Ember Resources did an on-site inspection of our Rig and Tank Trucks and Safety of job being 

completed.  Ember was very happy and impressed on the Units  upkeep and performance by Swab Master's Employees!!!  

Good Job done!!!

Opportunity Report - 2019-04-11.00025 - Rig 15 - Kevin Krieger - had a partial Saver Head Failure due to improper or 

insufficient amount of oil as a result of 1.-not using 3 way sector properly, 2.-Exceeding wear limits on saverhead rubbers 

as not enough oil available to function properly. 

Be aware of your environment - clean out contaminated oil, refill and fill hoses too make sure all is working well.

Rig Airlines & Packoff Pumps - the airline in the back of the rigs make sure you methanol the lines to keep them clear and 

so they do not freeze. The Single Pack-Off Pumps are adequate on the rigs but make sure you oil both ends on saverhead 

rubbers.  Cannot change the rubbers and the oil wasn't at the level required.  If plugged off - check and make sure it is on. 




